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75 top

3 finishes
in 2015
(84% of all stages)

foreward
What a year it has been on so many levels.
My year started off with a bang by winning the
first event which was the first step towards
reaching my third championship goal.
Then it was off to do some serious stuff before the next event. The 7th of April has to be my
most memorial achievements to date... I became a dad to 2 perfect little babies. The day my
world stood still, I couldn’t take my eyes off them.
The next event was very tough being away from my little ones but I had to keep my focus
and take the next step towards my championship goal and that’s exactly what I managed to
do, winning the second Rally of the season. For the remainder of the year I had my new little
family support me along the way attending the events as my biggest fans.

By round seven, we were getting 1 step closer to the rally championship
and I was blessed I had my family with me at the last event where I
won the championship which was the cherry or cherries on top of this
perfect cake. I am so grateful to have been able to experience all that I
have this year. Bailey and Noah my 2015 champs.
Personally, I’d like to thank God for all the blessings bestowed upon me... My beautiful,
supportive wife and family and last but certainly not least, a dream team whom made 2015 a
championship winning year. I could not have done it without you.

2

5 wins,
2 second positions
and 7 podiums
for 2015

Image: NB Photography

Beside the new role of a father, my business as a franchisee of Easy Life Kitchen was
demanding as ever while the Rally season got into rough weather. After winning the first
three races, much started to go South and after round 6 of the season we trailing instead
of leading the championship. My longstanding navigator Robin decided that it was time
to take action and stepped aside for another - lighter - co pilot. To process of change in
between to Rallies wasn’t a simple one, with the public eye looking at team #24.
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ROUND 1 - 2015

RND 1

Tour Natal Rally

Ford Performance Dominates First Round Of
SA Rally Championship

Mark Cronje

Total Stages
Time
Special
- 11

build up to the rally
SCOTTBURGH, SOUTH AFRICA, 27 February 2015 – Hot and humid conditions set
the tone for day two of the Tour Natal Rally, and the Ford Performance team of Mark
Cronje and Robin Houghton were equally on fire, claiming a dominant victory on the
opening round of the South African National Rally Championship that finished in
Scottburgh today.
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Going into day two with a margin of 23.8 sec over reigning
champions Leeroy Poulter and Elvéne Coetzee (Toyota Yaris), the
Ford crew started at the front of the field and had to sweep the
road for the new set of slippery stages.
Despite this distinct disadvantage and a light drizzle at the start of
the second leg, Cronje and Houghton continued their unassailable
form, winning the 16.5 km first run through the tight Montevideo
stage adjacent to the Scottburgh airfield by more than 7 sec over
the second-placed Toyota.

They extended the overall
advantage to 42 sec after winning
the tough 25 km Ellingham stage,
dispelling any concerns about
sweeping the fast but loose gravel
roads through the South Coast’s
sugar cane plantations.
With the Class S2000 Fiesta running perfectly and requiring
nothing more than standard checks at the service break, they set
off on the repeat run through the day’s first two stages. The Ford
pair dropped just half a second to Poulter/Coetzee on SS9 and then
extended their lead to 47.8 sec after topping the times on SS10.
The Tour Natal’s grand finale featured an action-packed power
stage for the third and final run through Montevideo. The running
order was reversed for this exhilarating special stage, and featured
an elimination ‘couch’ that crews were knocked off as their times
were progressively beaten.
Cronje and Houghton settled for second place on this tight
and technical final stage, giving them a commanding 44.6 sec
overall lead at the end of the rally for a well-deserved victory –
the third Tour Natal Rally win in the past four years for the 2012
and 2013 champions.

6

Poulter and Coetzee won the final stage and finished second
overall, followed by Henk Lategan and Barry White (VW Polo).

“It’s such as positive start and hopefully has set the tone for the
rest of the season,” Houghton said.

“It’s a great end to a really tough rally,” an elated Cronje said.
“The Tour Natal is always a challenging event in itself, but also
because it’s the beginning of the season and that comes with all
the complexities and uncertainties of getting everything aligned
for the start. I am delighted for the team, it’s a fantastic way to
kick off the season.”

“Mark and Robin managed the risks of today’s first two stages
really well, and even managed to increase their lead,” said John
Nagel, Ford Motorsport Manager.

Houghton was equally upbeat. “We worked really hard to prepare
everything for this event, and kept things clean through the rally.
Everything came together exactly as we hoped it would.”

“They were in dominant form the whole weekend
with an impressive tally of seven stage wins and
the overall victory. We couldn’t have asked for a
better way to start to the 2015 season as the Ford
Performance team.”
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4 279
Gear changes
during the Rally

Cronje and Houghton claim
overall victory and seven of
the 11 stages with dominant
performance in their Class
S2000 Ford Fiesta

Total Time

SS Distance

Average Speed

Liaise Distance

Total Distance

02:06:01

178.73 km

85.23 km/h

247.61 km

426.34 km

RALLY DRIVER

Winning margin of over
44.6 sec after 179 km of
special stage action
8

Mark Cronje
Leeroy Poulter

POINTS

16
12

DIFFERENCE

+4
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ROUND 2 - 2015

RND 2

SASOL Rally

Cronje and Houghton Secure Second Win
In A Row On Sasol Rally

Mark Cronje

Total Stages
Time
Special
- 15

build up to the rally
NELSPRUIT, SOUTH AFRICA, 18 April 2015 – The Ford Performance rally team of Mark
Cronje and Robin Houghton claimed their second win in a row on this weekend’s
punishing Sasol Rally which ended in Nelspruit today.
The pair, driving a Class S2000 Ford Fiesta, continued their winning form from the
season-opening Tour Natal Rally by totally dominating the rally, winning 13 of the
event’s 15 special stages.
10
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The 2012 and 2013 national rally champions were as focussed
as ever, and set off on the first day, Friday, determined to lead
from the start – which is exactly what they did, despite the
treacherous conditions.

0.065
sec
(65 milli seconds)
Time per gear change

The Sasol Rally’s famous forest stages were wet and muddy, with
the extremely slippery surface resulting in the demise of several
teams. Mist descended over the Lowveld during the afternoon,
which further hampered visibility.
Nevertheless, they set the pace from the outset, claiming an
0.8 sec lead over reigning champions Leeroy Poulter and Elvene
Coetzee (Toyota Yaris) in the first stage, and extending the
advantage to 31.7 sec by stage four.
They were on track for another win on SS5 until the Fiesta’s
windscreen wipers failed, resulting in them dropping behind
Poulter/Coetzee and Henk Lategan/Barry White in a VW Polo on
the stage, but with a comfortable overall lead of 26.1 sec.
The Ford was flying once again on the two popular night stages
in Sabie and White River, and the crew were able to sleep easy
with an overnight margin of 29.5 sec.

“It was really tricky in the slippery forest stages,
so we were focusing on just keeping the car on the
road,” Cronje said. “It’s a bit of a lottery, and to be
honest there were times when we weren’t really
in control.”

It was a tough rally for both Cronje and Houghton,
though, from a personal perspective. Robin lost his
younger brother, Michael, a few weeks ago from a heart
attack; while Mark and his wife Kirsten celebrated
the birth of twins last week – and they emotionally
dedicated the win to Michael from the top step of the
podium, and had his racing number (43) on the car.
12

According to Houghton, it was a tough day because of the long
stages without service. “We’re comfortable with our pace and
not taking any chances. There have been a few incidents out
there and we just want to bring it home.”
Saturday morning started off with the spectacular tarmac Super
Special in Nelspruit, but it was cancelled following a heavy
collision between the recovering VW of Lategan/White who spun
out and then returned to the route in the wrong direction – right
in the path of the fast-approaching NAD Ford Fiesta of Japie van
Niekerk/Gordon Noble. Fortunately no-one was seriously injured,
but both teams were forced to retired on the spot.
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CORPORATE
SOCIAL INITIATIVE
A group of 23 Grade One learners from Umthombopholile Primary School visited the Ford
Performance team during the Sasol Rally on
Saturday. They spectated on one of the stages,
visited Mark and Robin during the last service
break of the event, took a tour of the Ford service
area and each received a snack pack for lunch.
Mark signed flags and posters and showed them
his car, while the technical team gave them on a
tour of the service truck – to show them how a
vehicle fits inside.
For a week before the race they learnt about cars
and road safety at school, including crossing
roads and basic road signs. They loved every
minute of it and left exhausted but star-struck!
Meghan Baiocchi, a teacher at Umthombopholile
Primary School was thrilled with the outing.
“Everyone in the team went out of their way to
make the kids feel welcome,” said Meghan.
“One or two are already budding racing drivers.”

Ford Performance crew
dominated the weekend, winning
13 of the 15 stages despite wet,
muddy and treacherous conditions

14

of the 2015 season

The Sasol Rally was yet another dominant outing from the Ford
Performance crew, taking the overall victory with a margin of
3 min 43.8 sec over rivals Poulter/Coetzee, while third-placed
Zulu/Arries were 6 min 49 sec adrift.

“I’m really thrilled that Robin and I have come
through the challenges we’ve faced in the last few
weeks, coped with the intensity of the race and
still come out victorious,” Cronje said.“ It was a
very tough event, but brilliantly organised and one
we always enjoy.”
John Nagel, Ford Performance Motorsport Manager, was
equally elated. “Mark and Robin managed their performance
perfectly in extremely trying conditions. Everything from start
to finish was perfectly aligned with their race strategy. A result
of this magnitude is really something for the team to feel proud
of,” he said.

Total Time

SS Distance

Average Speed

Liaise Distance

Total Distance

02:26:12

206.03 km

83.31 km/h

374.29 km

580.32 km

RALLY DRIVER

•Perfect record after two
rounds, further extending
championship lead

83.31
km/h
the slowest rally

The action resumed on SS9 and despite sweeping the roads,
the Ford team was untouchable for the rest of the rally, stretching
their gap to second-placed Poulter/Coetzee by a significant
margin when the Toyota lost four-wheel drive towards the end
of the rally. They ultimately had the luxury of backing off for the
final spectator stage at the Lowveld Showgrounds, where they
finished just 0.1 sec behind Gugu Zulu/Pierre Arries (VW Polo).

Mark Cronje
Leeroy Poulter

POINTS

total

16
12

32
24

DIFFERENCE

+8
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ROUND 3 - 2015

RND 3

Secunda Motor Rally
Three Out of Three for Cronje and
Houghton on Secunda Rally

Mark Cronje

Total Stages
Time
Special
- 12

build up to the rally
SECUNDA, SOUTH AFRICA, 8 May 2015 – The Ford Performance rally team of Mark
Cronje and Robin Houghton have maintained their perfect winning record on the 2015
South African Rally Championship, picking up their third consecutive victory today on the
Secunda Motor Rally in Mpumalanga.
The Ford pair showed the opposition a clean pair of heels once again in their Class S2000
Ford Performance Fiesta on the opening day yesterday, claiming five stage wins on the trot.
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Second-placed Henk Lategan and Barry White (VW Polo) took the
day’s final stage, but the Ford crew had already built up a lead of
26.9 sec going into the overnight stop, with Giniel de Villiers and
Carolyn Swan (Toyota Yaris) in third.
Championship rivals Leeroy Poulter and Elvéne Coetzee (Toyota
Yaris) lost time when their bonnet flew open on SS3, followed by
a puncture on stage four.
“Day one was seamless, and everything ran perfectly,” Cronje
said. “Going into this new event, we weren’t quite sure what to
expect, but the racing conditions have been great for the car, and
the route turned out far better than expected after the recce.”
Cronje and Houghton went into day two with a strategy to
consolidate their lead by keeping it clean and bringing the car
home, but the day’s opening stage seven was already a challenge
for all the teams.
The local farmer had refused to grade the road and instead just cut
the grass, resulting in the car’s radiator picking up a lot of seed and
grass. Worried about potential overheating, the Ford crew took it
easy, and finished the day’s first two stages without incident.

They had a bit of a scare on SS9 when
the Fiesta picked up a puncture, resulting
in their 1 min 24 sec lead falling to just
27 sec to De Villiers/Swan.
For the rest of the day, most of the action happened behind
Cronje and Houghton, who romped home to score their hat-trick
of wins and extend their championship lead even further.
Poulter/Coetzee came out guns blazing and won all of the day’s
stages, but were more than three minutes behind the leaders.
However, a series of incidents saw the Toyota crew eventually
fight back to fourth place overall, with team-mates de Villiers
and Swan finishing second overall, ahead of Gugu Zulu/Hilton
Auffrey (VW Polo).

18

SS9 saw the demise of several cars, including the VW of
Lategan/White who retired from second place after hitting a
gate post, while former champions Hergen Fekken/Pierre Arries
dropped out with rear suspension failure.
“The support for this rally was really nice, with hundreds of
spectators everywhere,” a delighted Cronje said. “This did make
it a bit of a challenge to get from one stage to the next, but it’s
fantastic to see so many people coming out to watch the event.
“The rally itself was great. It was more challenging than initially
expected, especially the tough 30 km stage which was more like
a cross country route than a typical rally stage.”
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“Obviously we’re very happy to have won three in a
row, which gives us a strong lead in the championship,
but it doesn’t mean we’ll be putting any less effort
into the next rally,” he commented.

•

•

•
Ford Performance
team scores third win in a row,
remain unbeaten this year
Cronje and Houghton dominated
opening day, taking five of
the six stages
Consolidated lead on day two
with winning margin of 51 sec,
including puncture on SS9
20

STANDINGS

•

John Nagel, Ford Motorsport Manager, was equally upbeat. “The
support for this event, both from a spectator and community
perspective, has been unbelievable. It was virtually a case of
whatever the rally commission asked for it got, and the result
was an amazing event.”
The organisers added a distinct element of fun out of the
scrutineering exercise, created roads specifically for the rally,
and put on a spectacular prize-giving ceremony.

“It was impressive to see that spectators came in their droves from all
over, which is really what the sport needs. It was very encouraging,
especially considering this is a new event on the calendar,” Nagel said.
“We’re really thrilled that the team managed to produce a hat-trick.
It gives them a solid lead going into the next race and is great for
confidence levels all-round, especially after the run of challenges
they faced last year. It’s a great achievement for Mark and Robin, and
for the amazing support team that keeps the car running perfectly.”

Total Time

SS Distance

Average Speed

Liaise Distance

Total Distance

02:06:22

185.45 km

87.83 km/h

131.39 km

316.84 km

RALLY DRIVER
Mark Cronje
Leeroy Poulter

POINTS

total

DIFFERENCE

16
7

48
31

+17

9Peak234
kpa
brake LINE PRESSURE
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ROUND 4 - 2015

RND 4

Bela Bela Motor Rally
Solid Second on Bela-Bela Motor Rally for
Cronje and Houghton

build up to the rally
BELA-BELA, SOUTH AFRICA, 20 June 2015 – The Ford Performance rally team of Mark
Cronje and Robin Houghton secured a solid second place on the Bela-Bela Motor Rally
this weekend, consolidating their position at the top of the championship table.
Heading into the fourth round of the series with three wins on the trot and a comfortable
19-point margin over Toyota rivals Leeroy Poulter and Elvene Coetzee, the Ford
Performance pair was keen to continue the winning streak, but also ever-cognisant of
the need to score vital points.
22

Mark Cronje

Total Stages
Time
Special
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Special stage rallying is intense and unpredictable though –
especially at the flat-out pace that the top echelon of teams drive
at. Cronje and Houghton had their sights set on snatching their
fourth win in a row, but an unfortunate encounter with a fence 2km
into the first stage saw their newly facelifted S2000 Ford Fiesta
losing some of its bodywork, and a bit of time in the process.
“We hit a jump and flew further than expected,” Cronje said.
“Although we landed well there wasn’t time to brake for the
sharp right hander and we had the choice of hitting a tree or
going through the fence. The car just picked up some cosmetic
damage and we lost about 10 sec, so it wasn’t serious.”

140
km/h
speed of the pistons
inside the engine at
full power

Despite the minor off, they secured the secondfastest times on all four of the day’s stages and
headed into the overnight stop 19 sec adrift of the
leading Toyota – with the two front-running cars
once again in a league of their own.
Heading into day two Cronje and Houghton pushed hard in the
opening stages in an effort to claw back time on the Toyota
crew. But with the tight stages being increasingly churned up
and offering very little traction, they simply weren’t able to
make up time – and after an off on stage seven they elected
to back off slightly and settle for second place. They ultimately
finished 28.8 sec behind winners Poulter and Coetzee.
“It’s not the result we were hoping for but we pushed really hard
in the first few stages of the day and didn’t gain any ground so
decided we’d be better off settling for second than pushing too
hard and risking not earning points,” Cronje said.

The conditions in Bela-Bela were very difficult
though, as it was extremely dry and dusty. “These
stages are not ideal for the Fiesta which is better
suited to forest-type rallying,” co-driver Houghton
explained. “And now that the same stages are used
several times over the two days, the track becomes
heavily churned up with very soft sand.”
24

To the delight of the Ford fans, Japie van Niekerk and Gerhard
Snyman brought their S2000 Fiesta home in third place,
giving Ford two spots on the podium – a sterling effort for the
privateer team.
“It was great to have both Fiestas on the podium,” commented
John Nagel, Ford Performance Motorsport Manager. “As much
as we’d have loved another win, it’s good for the sport when
our competitors also win. It definitely makes the series more
interesting for everyone.”
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26

•Two Ford Fiestas on podium,
including privateer entry
of Japie Van Niekerk
and Gerhard Snyman

STANDINGS

Dry and dusty conditions
dominated proceedings, but
vital points in the bag
•
Second place gives Ford Performance team confident position
for second half of the season

Total Time

SS Distance

Average Speed

Liaise Distance

Total Distance

02:05:35

179.20 km

85.52 km/h

99.34 km

316.84 km

RALLY DRIVER
Mark Cronje
Leeroy Poulter

POINTS

total

12
16

60
47

DIFFERENCE

+13
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ROUND 5 - 2015

RND 5

VW Rally

Cronje and Houghton Earn Second Place
on Treacherous VW Rally

build up to the rally
PORT ELIZABETH, SOUTH AFRICA, 18 July 2015 – The Ford Performance rally team of
Mark Cronje and Robin Houghton endured treacherous conditions on the Volkswagen
Rally in Port Elizabeth this weekend, finishing second overall with the focus on retaining
their championship lead.
Although the VW Rally is traditionally one of the Ford pair’s favourite events of the year,
the new, more compact format comprised a series of repeat stages and only two held in
the famed Longmore Forest where the Class S2000 Ford Fiesta really excels.
28

Mark Cronje
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Time
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However Mother Nature threw a spanner in the works on
Saturday morning as heavy downpours turned the VW Rally into
a pure drive for survival in extremely slippery and treacherous
muddy conditions.
On the day’s first stage near Hankey, Cronje and Houghton ended a
mere 2.5 sec behind the leaders, and went on to snatch their third
win of the event on the famous Sinkdam stage in Longmore Forest.
With the roads drenched and ready to punish even the slightest
mistake, the Fiesta crew halted their chase and set out to simply
make it to the finish. They landed up second fastest on SS9 and
SS10 which were won by Giniel de Villiers/Carolyn Swan and their
Toyota team-mates Poulter/Coetzee respectively.

The organisers were eventually forced to cancel
the two waterlogged final stages at the Port
Elizabeth Oval Track Raceway as the route became
undriveable. Ultimately Cronje and Houghton
finished second overall, just 27.2 sec behind
winners Poulter and Coetzee – with both crews in
a league of their own, having shared all but one of
the stage victories.

The rally started out in cold but dry conditions on
Friday, tackling six of the planned 12 stages. They
finished the first special stage second in their Ford
Fiesta, just 5.5 sec behind Leeroy Poulter and Elvéne
Coetzee (Toyota), then posted the fastest time on
SS2, 2.7 sec quicker than their rivals

30

On the following stage Cronje and Houghton were well placed to
score their second stage win in a row, only to pick up a puncture
6 km from the end due to the extremely rocky terrain. They lost
over 17 sec limping to the finish, but recovered on SS4 to end a
mere 1.1 sec adrift of the lead Toyota.
“Conditions were already slippery and very dusty, and some parts
of the route extremely rocky,” Cronje said. “We even picked up
a puncture on my Ford Ranger during the recce due to the rough
terrain, and the puncture on stage three of the rally cost us dearly.”
The Ford crew settled in for the night 35.8 sec behind the frontrunning Toyota with the aim of coming back with all guns blazing
to try and claw back the advantage the next day.

De Villiers/Swan rounded off the podium, 1 min 46.7 sec behind
the Ford Performance Fiesta, while Japie van Niekerk and
Gerhard Snyman brought their NAD Fiesta home in fourth overall.
“We started out pushing quite hard today but realized quite
quickly that we were better off bringing the Fiesta home in one
piece and being satisfied with second,” Cronje said.
“This is obviously not the result we were hoping for but under
the circumstances, we’re happy with the points we get for a
second place,” co-driver Houghton added. “We’re still leading
the championship and will regroup before the next event to make
sure we try to wrap it up as quickly as possible since there are
only three races left in the season.”
Motorsport manager, John Nagel commented: “It was a hardfought rally in trying conditions. The new roads took their toll on
the field and the attrition rate was extremely high, even on day
one when the weather was far better.”
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68%
of the event

“A puncture early in the rally
put us on the back foot but
we’re pleased with a second.
As much as we’d like to see
the championship wrapped up
already, it’s good for the sport
to keep the excitement alive
until the end of the season.”

•

32

Retain championship lead
with three events remaining

Total Time

SS Distance

Average Speed

Liaise Distance

Total Distance

Three stage wins and five
second-fastest times in
shortened 10-stage rally
•
Cold and dry conditions on
day one, heavy downpour
hampers day two

02:10:33

199.81 km

92.21 km/h

335.27 km

583.08 km

STANDINGS

•

the throttle was
at 100% (= flat out)

RALLY DRIVER
Mark Cronje
Leeroy Poulter

POINTS

total

12
16

72
63

DIFFERENCE

+9
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ROUND 6 - 2015

RND 6

Cullinan Rally

Victory Vanishes for Cronje and Houghton on
Penultimate Tshwane Rally Stage

Mark Cronje

Total Stages
Time
Special
- 10

build up to the rally
CULLINAN, SOUTH AFRICA, 15 August 2015 – The Ford Performance rally team of Mark Cronje
and Robin Houghton looked set to claim their fourth win of the 2015 season on the Imperial
Toyota Tshwane Motor Rally today, but unfortunately it was not to be.
Their dominance at the front of the field for most of the weekend was dealt a cruel blow on
the penultimate stage when their S2000 Fiesta suffered a broken steering linkage, ultimately
costing them more than 16 minutes, which dropped them down to 10th place at the finish.
34
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After winning the first three rallies on the trot, the duo were more
determined than ever to bolster their current championship lead
with another victory, having had to settle for runner-up position
on the last two events – and they certainly set the benchmark on
the opening day of the rally.

They were untouchable on Friday,
claiming all four of the stage
wins and headed into the overnight
stop with a lead of 12.2 sec over
championship rivals Leeroy Poulter
and Elvéne Coetzee (Toyota).
“It was great to have everything go our way today, but the real
race is tomorrow,” Cronje said at the service park last night.
Houghton was equally cautious: “Being in the lead overnight is
great, but it’s too close for us to relax, and tomorrow is a big day.”
And so it proved, as the rest of the field was on the attack this
morning, and the Ford pair’s advantage was cut back to just 3.3 sec
at the end of stage five as the action became even more intense.
Cronje and Houghton fought back on SS6 while Poulter/Coetzee
lost a bit of time with a puncture, only for the Ford Fiesta crew to
suffer the same fate on stage seven which fortunately only cost
them 10 sec.

The former double champions even claimed the fastest time on
the final stage, but it did little to improve their chances of glory,
and they ultimately had to settle for 10th overall with their longrunning Toyota rivals claiming the victory.

With the bit between their teeth they set off on SS9 and felt
confident of holding onto the lead during the final two stages,
but the Fiesta came to an abrupt halt with a broken steering
link. They replaced the broken unit in the stage and eventually
managed to get back on the road, but unfortunately the more
than 16 minutes they had lost put them out of the running.
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Image: Shane Else

They maintained the overall lead on SS8, a repeat of the day’s
opening stage, and headed into the penultimate special stage
with a margin of just 1.9 sec over Poulter/Coetzee.

“Obviously the outcome was hugely disappointing,
but we proved that we had the pace, and all the
work the team has done to improve the car paid
off,” Cronje commented. “We’ll have to dig really
deep with only two events left, and this will take
the championship battle right to the final rally.”
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Ford Performance team won
all four stages on Friday,
two on Saturday

•

Leading the rally going into
SS9, but lost over 16 min with
broken steering link
Recovered to finish 8th
overall, including fastest
time on final stage
38

Total Time

02:02:08

STANDINGS

•

RALLY DRIVER
Leeroy Poulter
Mark Cronje

SS Distance

Average Speed

167.62 km

85.53 km/h

POINTS

total

16
0

79
72

DIFFERENCE

+7

Liaise Distance

222.75 km

Total Distance

390.37 km

7439
average RPM

“We fought a really good fight,” Houghton added.
“We were happy with our performance and gave the
spectators a good show. The team worked really hard
for this event and the effort definitely paid off, so
used over
alltake
specialthese
stageslessons into the last two rallies.”
we’ll
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robin houghton
2015 was my fifth season in the navigating seat next to Mark having
already won 2 national championships together since joining forces in
2011. During this time we established ourselves as the undisputed “fastest”
team in the South African National Rally Championship having set fastest
time on a third of all stages win a nearly 50 % win ratio.
The first 3 rounds of the 2015 season started exceptionally well with
3 dominant victories and a comfortable lead in the championship.
However as the rallies became increasingly less technical we
realised the opposition teams were closing the performance gap,
and it was becoming increasingly difficult to maintain consistent
stage winning performances without risking the car.
Following 2 consecutive 2nd place finishes and a disappointing
11th on the Cullinan Rally after breaking a steering arm (whilst
leading the rally) it was evident that without making a major
change to the car’s performance capability it would be very
difficult holding off the opposition teams.
As it would not in the short term be possible to obtain the required
performance improvement from the car itself, I decided the only
immediate solution would be to significantly reduce the overall
weight at which the team competes. The international regulations
governing S2000 are effectively designed around a combined
weight of 160kg for the driver and navigator combination, which in
our particular case was never going to be achievable without being
able to compensate for some of the additional competitor weight
by reducing the weight of the actual car.

7439
average RPM

used over all special stages

hopefully give Mark the opportunity to compete equally for the
national championship driver’s title.
I continued working behind the scenes on the final 2 rallies of the
season to assist the team (especially my navigator replacement)
in making a smooth transition. Fortunately our radical solution
achieved the desired result as Mark went on to win the final
2 rallies of the season ad in so doing clinch the overall driver’s
championship for the 3rd time in 5 years.

In my time sitting alongside Mark I have been
fortunate to have won 3 national championship
titles (2011, 2012 and 2013 and climbed the top step
of the podium 18 times so it has certainly been
a very successful partnership. Hopefully in the
future Mark and I can again team up to take-on yet
another exciting challenge as I truly believe he
is a phenomenal talent and can be successful in
whatever motorsport formula he chooses.

As the car’s weight was not allowed to be reduced further in
terms of the regulations the only remaining option was for me
to step out of the navigator seat for the remaining 2 rallies of
the season, and by using a lighter navigator as a replacement
40
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ROUND 7 - 2015

RND 7

Toyota Cape Dealer Rally

Cronje Conquers the Cape, Reclaims
Championship Lead

build up to the rally
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA, 19 September 2015 – The Ford Performance team of Mark Cronje
and Gerhard Snyman won the Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in Cape Town today in emphatic style.
Crucially, the victory powered them back into the championship lead with just one round of the
2015 series remaining.
Despite this being the first outing with Cronje and Snyman paired together, after regular
co-driver Robin Houghton vacated the navigator’s seat due to the unfavourable weight
regulations, the crew dominated the proceedings on the first day of the rally in their Class
S2000 Ford Fiesta – even though Cronje was suffering flu-like symptoms the whole weekend.
42

Mark Cronje

Total Stages
Time
Special
- 13

1 st

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

6 stages

2nd

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

3 stages

3rd

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

1 stage

overall

>>>>>>>>>>>
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216.83
km
the longest special stages
They claimed all four stage wins, including the
popular specials at the Killarney race track in Cape
Town. Championship rivals Leeroy Poulter and Elvéne
Coetzee suffered a setback after damaging their
suspension when they hit the pit wall at Killarney,
losing more than two minutes as a result.
44

Going into the overnight stop, Cronje and Snyman enjoyed an
18.6 sec margin over the VW Polo of Henk Lategan and Barry
White, with Giniel de Villiers and Carolyn Swan (Toyota Yaris)
slotting into third.

While Lady Luck wasn’t on their side at the previous round in Cullinan, robbing the Ford pair of victory with the end almost in sight due
to a mechanical failure, today the Cape Rally favoured the Fiesta and
they snatched three second-fastest times on SS10, SS11 and SS12.

“It was great to have everything go our way today but the real race
is tomorrow,” Cronje said. “It’s amazing how much you can lose or
gain on these short stages and they have to be taken seriously.”

The Toyota challenge went the opposite way as any potential
challenge from championship rivals Poulter/Coetzee evaporated
when they rolled out of the rally, as did their team-mates de
Villiers/Swan a stage later.

Snyman was happy with their progress too. “Today went really
well. In some ways it’s difficult to tell how we were doing, as
there weren’t too many calls on the short tar stages. The real test
will be tomorrow when we hit the gravel.”

Cronje and Snyman stamped their authority on the penultimate round
in confident style by winning SS13 and rounding off the actionpacked weekend with a comfortable margin of 3 min 23 sec over
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the VW Polo of Gugu Zulu/Hilton Auffrey, with Hergen Fekken/
Pierre Arries a further 28.5 sec adrift.
Lategan’s impressive run also came to a halt when he suffered
suspension failure on the final stage.
“It was really tricky out there but the rally went very well,” an
elated Cronje stated, as the stellar performance saw him move
back into the championship lead with 88 points, 11 clear of Poulter.
“Gerhard and I are still getting used to each other, but he’s making
a massive effort and the results are exactly as we hoped.
“It was tough making the decision to have a new, lighter
navigator for the last two rallies, but things have worked the
way we wanted them to in the short term. We just have to hope
it pays dividends in the long run.”
Snyman added: “We’re still getting used to each other and I made
one or two calls a little early but we’re settling in. Fortunately the
results are what matters and so far so good.
“It was a very fast rally and Mark is really quick, so it takes some
getting used to. I had to read a lot more instructions way quicker
than I’m used to, but after the first two stages we seemed to find
our rhythm and things just got better and better.”

Mark Cronje and Gerhard
Snyman win Toyota
Dealer Cape Rally

•

Ford Performance crew
won six stages, secondfastest on three

•

Regained championship
lead with win, rivals
crashed out
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STANDINGS

•

Manager John Nagel praised the
performance and superlative team
effort: “We’re thrilled with the result.
Robin made a huge sacrifice and we are
really thankful that it paid off. This
weekend can’t have been easy for him but
he’s continued to give his all to the team
and it really is appreciated.

“It still promises to be a nail-biting end to the championship –
even though this weekend’s result puts us one step closer to
achieving our goals.”

In the S1600 class, Ashley Haigh-Smith and Nial
Burns finished third in their Ford Fiesta and earned
the Ford Performance incentive.

Total Time

SS Distance

Average Speed

Liaise Distance

Total Distance

01:53:59

216.83 km

113.17 km/h

243.48 km

460.31 km

RALLY DRIVER
Mark Cronje
Leeroy Poulter

POINTS

16
1.5

total

88
80.5

DIFFERENCE

113.7
km/h
the fastest RALLY

+7.5
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ROUND 8 - 2015

RND 8

Polokwane Rally

Cronje Crowned 2015 National
Rally Champion

build up to the rally
POLOKWANE, SOUTH AFRICA, 17 October 2015 – Ford Performance rally driver Mark Cronje
claimed his third South African National Rally Championship this weekend after a dominant
performance on the Polokwane Motor Rally.
Cronje went into the rally as the firm favourite, holding a 7.5-point advantage over 2014 titleholder and championship rival Leeroy Poulter and co-driver Elvéne Coetzee (Toyota). The Ford
ace, partnered with co-driver Gerhard Snyman in their Class S2000 Ford Fiesta, simply had to
finish third to secure the title, even if Poulter won the rally.
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Mark Cronje

Total Stages
Time
Special
-9

1 st

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

5 stages

2nd

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

1 stage

3rd

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

1 stage

overall

>>>>>>>>>>>
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The crews faced three action-packed special stages on Friday,
skipping the first stage which was cancelled due to muddy
conditions resulting from the rains experienced in the area.
Cronje and Snyman set off on SS2 with a cautious approach,
ending fifth fastest just 11.8 sec behind stage winners Henk
Lategan and Barry White (VW).
They romped to the fastest time on SS3 and ended fourth on the next
stage, rounding off day one in third place, 8.8 sec behind overnight
leaders Giniel de Villiers/Carolyn Swan (Toyota) and Lategan/White.

583.08
km
the longest RALLY
(total distance)

Meanwhile Poulter’s challenge faltered as he broke a rim and
lost time, putting him in fourth place overnight which took a lot
of pressure off the Ford Performance team.
“The day went exactly as planned,” Cronje said. “We wanted to
finish in about third place and we did just that to avoid sweeping
the road on day two.”
Aiming to find the perfect balance between speed and consistency,
Cronje and Snyman claimed the first stage of the day, settled for
third on SS6, and followed this up with second on SS7.

With the end in sight, they snatched
the final two stages of the
Polokwane Motor Rally in emphatic
style, crossing the line with 22.8 sec
in hand over Lategan/White and
30.4 sec over De Villiers/Swan. Poulter
and Coetzee had to settle for fourth,
59.9 sec behind the Ford crew.
This handed the Ford Performance team the overall rally victory
and ensured Cronje claimed the overall 2015 National Rally
Championship title on a winning streak.
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“It was really tricky out there,” an elated Cronje said with the
championship in hand. “The pressure was on us not to make a
mistake or push too hard and end up with a puncture. It was
about trying to strike a balance between keeping it clean and
still keeping up the pace. We didn’t give the opposition too much
thought so the win was a bonus.
“What a great end to a really tough year,” he stated. “We’ve had
to fight hard and make some tough decisions, and it really hasn’t
been easy.
“We couldn’t have scripted a better final rally if we had tried.
The car was faultless from start to finish thanks to the marathon

effort of our team. They virtually stripped and rebuilt the whole
car for the final event, and this victory would not have been
possible without them.”
Snyman added that it was a text book event. “Everything was
about bringing the championship home, and Mark was pacing
himself to ensure we got to the finish. The huge effort from the
team really paid off.”
John Nagel, Ford Performance Motorsport Manager, was
delighted with the result. “We’re thrilled about the winning the
championship. It’s a great achievement for Mark after a tough
battle throughout the year.”
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“Credit and thanks to Stuart Thompson and the technical support
team for their meticulous preparation and total dedication
throughout the season, and thanks to Gerhard for stepping in and
working so hard for the last two races of the season.
“Finally, a big thank you to Robin for getting us most of the way
and for continuing to play such an integral role in the team right
to the finish line.”

Cronje won the first three rallies of the season
on a trot, partnered by regular co-driver Robin
Houghton. They backed this up with two second
places and a single non-finish almost within sight
of the end due to a broken steering arm on the sixth
round of the championship. Despite not competing
in the last two rallies of the year, Houghton earned
second overall in the co-driver’s championship.

This is the 11th time a
Ford driver has won the South
African Rally Championship

With two solid victories to round off this year’s campaign, with
Gerhard Snyman fulfilling the co-driver duties in order to reduce
the team’s overall weight and go on maximum attack, Cronje
secured the 2015 title – making it his third to go along with the
consecutive championship victories in 2012 and 2013.

•

Convincing victory on season
finale, Polokwane Motor Rally,
in Limpopo Province
Four stage wins, overall
winning margin of 22.8 sec

•

Dominant performance in 2015
with five wins and two
second-place finishes
52

STANDINGS

•

Total Time

SS Distance

Average Speed

Liaise Distance

Total Distance

02:10:33

199.81 km

92.21 km/h

335.27 km

583.08 km

RALLY DRIVER
Mark Cronje
Leeroy Poulter

POINTS

total

drop

end standing

16
7

104
87.5

0
-1.5

104 POINTS
86 POINTS

DIFFERENCE

+18

POINTS

Third national
rally title
for Cronje in Ford Fiesta:
2012, 2013 and 2015
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GIVING BACK
Throughout the year, team #24 has
attended at least one function prior
to each Rally. From a local Ford
dealership, to a public school or in
the case of the Cape Town Rally the
team visited the Western Province
Preparatory School Alumni.

1.753 L

By all accounts, Team Cronje#24 could not have done it
without the dedication and efforts of the people behind the
scenes. Their hard work and contributions were crucial to
making 2015 a championship winning season.

behind the scenes

of fuel used

by the rally car
during the season

36 brake pads were used

148
rally tires
used during 2015

It’s important to give back to the communities and get people
involved into Motorsport at any level or age. At the boys school
in Claremont, I gave a speech of thirty minutes about chasing
dreams, achieving goals and what it takes to succeed.
We had the boys on the grand stands cheering when we
were allowed to give our Ford Fiesta S2000 a spin around the
rugby pitch. An unforgettable moment for me and the boys.

The team Truck and rig travelled
54

9.537 km during the Rally season
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SA RALLY VICTORIES
2012

2008
VW Algoa Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Paisley (co-driver)

TOYOTA

2009
M. Cronje (driver)
R. Paisley (co-driver)

TOYOTA

VW Algoa Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Garden Route Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

BP Swartland Rally

2011

2013
M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Total Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Polokwane Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Tour Natal Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Sasol Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Sasol Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Garden Route Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Sasol Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Rally of South Africa

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Volkswagen Algoa Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

2014

Secunda Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Polokwane Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Cullinan Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Toyota Western Cape
Dealer Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
G. Snyman (co-driver)

FORD

Toyota Western Cape
Dealer Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Polokwane Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
G. Snyman (co-driver)

FORD

2012

SOUTH AFRICAN RALLY DRIVER’S CHAMPIONSHIP: 1960 – 2015
(429 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP RALLIES FROM 1960 – 2015)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sarel van der Merwe
Serge Damseaux
Jan Habig
Jan Hettema
Ewold van Bergen
Mark Cronje

2015

Total Tour Natal Rally

11 titles
10 titles
6 titles
5 titles
4 titles
3 titles

PMC Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

Volkswagen Algoa Rally

M. Cronje (driver)
R. Houghton (co-driver)

FORD

2013

In his 5 years with Ford
(2011 – 2015) Mark won
20 out of 40 national
rallies giving him a
50 strike rate

2015

SOUTH AFRICAN RALLY DRIVER’S CHAMPIONSHIP: INDIVIDUAL RALLY WINS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Serge Damseaux
Sarel van der Merwe
Jan Hettema
Jan Habig
Mark Cronje

74
66
36
36
22

Image: David Ledbitter

(429 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP RALLIES FROM 1960 – 2015)
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our sponsors
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Thank you to all of our generous sponsors for their support and helping to make
2015 a championship winning year for team cronje #24.

